In a confluence of combinatorics and geometry, simultaneous representations provide a way to realize combinatorial objects that share common structure. A standard case in the study of simultaneous representations is the sunflower case where all objects share the same common structure. While the recognition problem for general simultaneous interval graphs-the simultaneous version of arguably one of the most well-studied graph classes-is NP-complete, the complexity of the sunflower case for three or more simultaneous interval graphs is currently open. In this work we settle this question for proper interval graphs. We give an algorithm to recognize simultaneous proper interval graphs in linear time in the sunflower case where we allow any number of simultaneous graphs. Simultaneous unit interval graphs are much more 'rigid' and therefore have less freedom in their representation. We show they can be recognized in time O(|V | · |E|) for any number of simultaneous graphs in the sunflower case where G = (V, E) is the union of the simultaneous graphs. We further show that both recognition problems are in general NP-complete if the number of simultaneous graphs is not fixed. The restriction to the sunflower case is in this sense necessary.
Introduction XX:2 Simultaneous Proper and Unit Interval Graphs
often it is desirable to consistently represent multiple graphs that have subgraphs in common. This is true, for instance, in realizing schedules with shared events, embedding circuit graphs of adjacent layers on a computer chip, and visualizing the temporal relationship of graphs that share a common subgraph [20] . Likewise, in genome reconstruction, we can ask if a sequence of DNA can be reconstructed from strands that have sequences in common [14] .
Simultaneous representations capture this in a very natural way. Given simultaneous graphs G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G k where each pair of graphs G i , G j share some common subgraph, a simultaneous representation asks for a fixed representation of each vertex that gives a valid representation of each G i . This notion is closely related to partial representation extension, which asks if a given (fixed) representation of a subgraph can be extended to a representation of the full graph. Partial representation extension has been extensively studied for graph classes such as interval graphs [21] , circle graphs [9] , as well as proper and unit interval graphs [21] . For interval graphs, Bläsius and Rutter [4] have even shown that the partial interval representation problem can be reduced to a simultaneous interval representation problem on two graphs in linear time.
Simultaneous representations were first studied in the context of embedding graphs [3, 8] , where the goal is to embed each simultaneous graph without edge crossings while shared subgraphs have the same induced embedding. Unsurprisingly, many variants are NPcomplete [13, 28, 1, 12] . The notion of simultaneous representation of general intersection graph classes was introduced by Jampani and Lubiw [20] , who showed that it is possible to recognize simultaneous chordal graphs with two graphs in polynomial time, and further gave a polynomial time algorithm to recognize simultaneous comparability graphs and permutation graphs with two or more graphs that share the same subgraph (the sunflower case). They further showed that recognizing three or more simultaneous chordal graphs is NP-complete. Golumbic et al. [16] introduced the graph sandwich problem for a graph class Π. Given a vertex set V and edge sets E 1 ⊆ E 2 ⊆ V 2 it asks whether there is an edge set E 1 ⊆ E ⊆ E 2 such that the sandwich graph G = (V, E) is in Π. Jampani and Lubiw showed that if Π is an intersection graph class, then recognizing k simultaneous graphs in Π in the sunflower case is a special case of the graph sandwich problem where (V, E 2 \ E 1 ) is a k-partite graph [20] .
We consider simultaneous proper and unit interval graphs. An interval graph is proper if in an interval representation no interval properly contains another one (see Figure 1) , and it is unit if all intervals have length one. Interestingly, while proper and unit interval graphs are the same graph class as shown by Roberts [27] , simultaneous unit interval graphs differ from simultaneous proper interval graphs; see Figure 2 . Unit interval graphs are intersection graphs and therefore the graph sandwich paradigm described by Jampani and Lubiw applies. Proper interval graphs are not since in a simultaneous representation intervals of distinct graphs may contain each other which means that the intersection graph of all intervals in the simultaneous representation is not proper.
Sunflower (unit) interval graphs are a generalization of probe (proper) interval graphs, where each sunflower graph has only one non-shared vertex. Both variants of probe graphs can be recognized in linear time [23, 24] .
Simultaneous interval graphs were first studied by Jampani and Lubiw [19] O(n 2 lg n)-time recognition algorithm for the special case of two simultaneous graphs. Bläsius and Rutter [4] later showed how to recognize two simultaneous interval graphs in linear time. Bok and Jedličková showed that the recognition of an arbitrary number of simultaneous interval graphs is in general NP-complete [5] . However, the complexity for the sunflower case with more than two simultaneous graphs is still open.
Our Results. We settle these problems with k not fixed for simultaneous proper and unit interval graphs -those graphs with an interval representation where no interval properly contains another and where all intervals have unit length, respectively [11, 29, 10, 17] . For the sunflower case, we provide efficient recognition algorithms. The running time for proper interval graphs is linear, while for the unit case it is O(|V | · |E|) where G = (V, E) is the union of the sunflower graphs. In Appendix D we prove NP-completeness for the non-sunflower case. The reductions are similar to the simultaneous independent work of Bok and Jedličková for simultaneous interval graphs [5] .
Organization. We begin by introducing basic notation and existing tools throughout Section 2. In Section 3 we give a characterization of simultaneous proper interval graphs, from which we develop an efficient recognition algorithm. In Section 4 we characterize simultaneous proper interval graphs that can be simultaneous unit interval graphs, and then exploit this property to efficiently search for a representation among simultaneous proper interval graph representations. Proofs of lemmas and theorems marked with are provided in the appendix.
Preliminaries
In this section we give basic notation, definitions and characterizations. Section 2.1 collects basic concepts on graph theory, orderings, and PQ-trees. Section 2.2 introduces (proper) interval graphs and presents relations between the representations of such graphs and their induced subgraphs. Finally, Section 2.3 introduces the definition and notation of simultaneous graphs.
Graphs, Orderings, and PQ-trees
Unless mentioned explicitly, all graphs in this paper are undirected. For a graph G = (V, E) we denote its size |G| := |V | + |E|. Let σ be a binary relation. Then we write a 1 ≤ σ a 2 for (a 1 , a 2 ) ∈ σ, and we write a 1 < σ a 2 if a 1 ≤ σ a 2 and a 1 = a 2 . We omit the subscript and simply use < and ≤ if the ordering it refers to is clear from the context. We denote the reversal of a linear order σ by σ r , and we use • to concatenate linear orders of disjoint sets.
A PQ-tree is a data structure for representing sets of linear orderings of a ground set X. Namely, given a set C ⊆ 2 X , a PQ-tree on X for C is a tree data structure T that represents the set Consistent(T ) containing exactly the linear orders of X in which the elements of each set C ∈ C are consecutive. The PQ-tree T can be computed in time O(|X| + C∈C |C|) [7] . Given a PQ-tree T on the set X and a subset X ⊆ X, there exists a PQ-tree T , called the projection of T to X , that represents exactly the linear orders of X that are restrictions of orderings in Consistent(T ). For any two PQ-trees T 1 and T 2 on the set X, there exists a PQ-tree T with Consistent(T ) = Consistent(T 1 )∩Consistent(T 2 ), called the intersection of T 1 and T 2 . Both the projection and the intersection can be computed in O(|X|) time [6]. 
Interval Graphs, Proper Interval Graphs, and Their Subgraphs
An interval representation R = {I v | v ∈ V } of a graph G = (V, E) associates with each vertex v ∈ V an interval I v = [x,
Proposition 1 ([27]). A graph is a unit interval graph if and only if it is a proper interval graph.
However, this does not hold in the simultaneous case where every simultaneous unit interval representation is clearly a simultaneous proper interval representation of the same graph, but not every simultaneous proper interval representation implies a simultaneous unit interval representation; see Figure 2 .
We use the well-known characterization of proper interval graphs using straight enumerations [11] . Two adjacent vertices u, v ∈ V are indistinguishable if we have N [u] = N [v] where N [u] = {v : uv ∈ E(H)} ∪ {u} is the closed neighborhood. Being indistinguishable is an equivalence relation and we call the equivalence classes blocks of G. We denote the block of G that contains vertex u by B (u, G) . Note that for a subgraph G ⊆ G the block B(u, G ) may contain vertices in V (G ) \ B (u, G) that have the same neighborhood as u in G but different neighbors in G. Two blocks B, B are adjacent if and only if uv ∈ E for (any) u ∈ B and v ∈ B . A linear order σ of the blocks of G is a straight enumeration of G if for every block, the block and its adjacent blocks are consecutive in σ. A proper interval representation R defines a straight enumeration σ(R) by ordering the intervals by their starting points and grouping together the blocks. Conversely, for each straight enumeration σ, there exists a corresponding representation R with σ = σ(R) [11] . A fine enumeration of a graph H is a linear order η of V (H) such that for u ∈ V (H) the closed neighborhood
Proposition 2 ([26, 11, 18] 
Simultaneous Graphs
A simultaneous graph is a tuple G = (G 1 , . . . , G k ) of graphs G i that may each share vertices and edges. Note that this definition differs from the one we gave in the introduction. This I. Rutter, D. Strash, P. Stumpf, M. Vollmer XX:5 way the input for the simultaneous representation problem is a single entity. The size |G| of a simultaneous graph is
G is a tuple of representations such that R i ∈ R is a (proper/unit) interval representation of graph G i and the intervals representing shared vertices are identical in each representation. A simultaneous graph is a simultaneous (proper/unit) interval graph if it admits a simultaneous (proper/unit) interval representation.
An important special case is that of sunflower graphs. The simultaneous graph G is a sunflower graph if each pair of graphs G i , G j with i = j shares exactly the same subgraph S, which we then call the shared graph. Note that, for G to be a simultaneous interval graph, it is a necessary condition that G i ∩ G j is an induced subgraph of G i and G j for i, j = 1, . . . , k. In particular, in the sunflower case the shared graph S must be an induced subgraph of each G i . The following lemma allows us to restrict ourselves to instances whose union graph 
Sunflower Proper Interval Graphs
In this section, we deal with simultaneous proper interval representations of sunflower graphs. We first present a combinatorial characterization of the simultaneous graphs that admit such a representation. Afterwards, we present a simple linear-time recognition algorithm. Finally, we derive a combinatorial description of all the combinatorially different simultaneous proper interval representations of a connected simultaneous graph, which is a prerequisite for the unit case.
Characterization
Let G = (V, E) be a proper interval graph with straight enumeration σ and let V S ⊆ V be a subset of vertices. We call σ compatible with a linear order ζ of V S if, we have for (v, G) . Proof Sketch. For a given representation R the straight enumerations σ i = σ(R i ) and linear order ζ of V S given by their left endpoints in R clearly satisfy the lemma. Conversely we build a linear order of interval endpoints from each σ i that equals a proper interval representation. As each σ i is compatible with ζ, all endpoint orderings allow the same ordering for vertices in S, thus permitting one global ordering of all endpoints. Drawing the intervals according to this ordering then yields a simultaneous representation R since it extends each individual ordering.
Let G = (G 1 , . . . , G k ) be a sunflower graph with shared graph S = (V S , E S ) and for each G i ∈ G let σ i be a straight enumeration of G i . We call the tuple (σ 1 , . . . , σ k ) a simultaneous enumeration if for any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and u, v ∈ V S we have B (u, G i 
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That is, the blocks containing vertices of the shared graph are not ordered differently in any straight enumeration. 
Theorem 5 ( ). Let
G = (G 1 , . . . , G k ) be
A Simple Recognition Algorithm
In this section we develop a very simple recognition algorithm for sunflower graphs that admits a simultaneous proper interval representation based on Theorem 5.
Let G = (G 1 , . . . , G k ) be a sunflower graph with shared graph S = (V S , E S ). By Proposition 2, for each graph G i , there exists a PQ-tree T i that describes exactly the fine enumerations of G i . We denote by T i = T i |S the projection of T i to the vertices in S. The tree T i thus describes all proper interval representations of S that can be extended to a proper interval representation of G i . Let T denote the intersection of T 1 , . . . , T k . By definition, T represents all proper interval representations of S that can be extended to a proper interval representation of each graph G i . Thus, G admits a simultaneous proper interval representation if and only if T is not the null-tree.
If T is not the null-tree, we can obtain a simultaneous representation by choosing any ordering O ∈ Consistent(T ) and constructing a simultaneous representation S of S. Using the algorithm of Klavík et al. 
Combinatorial Description of Simultaneous Representations
Let G be a sunflower proper interval graph with shared graph S and simultaneous representation R. Then, each representation R ∈ R uses the same intervals for vertices of S and implies the same straight enumeration
Lemma 7. Let G be a connected sunflower proper interval graph with shared graph S. Across all simultaneous proper interval representations R of G, the straight enumeration σ S (R) of S is unique up to reversal.
Proof. Let R be a simultaneous representation of G and σ S (R) the straight enumeration of S induced by R. Since G is connected, for any two blocks B i and B i+1 of S consecutive in σ S (R), there exists a graph G ∈ G such that B i and B i+1 are in the same connected component of G. Since S is an induced subgraph of G, for any two vertices u, v ∈ V (S) with B(u, S) = B(v, S) we have B(u, G) = B (v, G) . This means that a straight enumeration of G implies a straight enumeration of S. Additionally, the straight enumeration of each connected component of G is unique up to reversal by Proposition 2. As a result, for any proper interval representation R of G, the blocks B i and B i+1 are consecutive in σ S (R). This holds for any two consecutive blocks in σ, which means that the consecutivity of all blocks of S is fixed for all simultaneous representations of G. As a consequence σ S (R) is fixed up to complete reversal. 
Reversal of loose components is the only "degree of freedom" among simultaneous enumerations, besides full reversal, and is formally shown in the appendix.
To obtain a complete characterization, we now introduce additional terms to specify which reversals result in simultaneous enumerations (see Figure 3 ). Let G = (G 1 , . . . , G k ) be a connected sunflower proper interval graph with shared graph S. We say a component C of a graph in G aligns two vertices u, v ∈ S if they are in different blocks of C, i.e., B(u, C) = B (v, C) . If in addition u and v are in the same block B of S, we say C is oriented at B. If there is another component C among graphs in G oriented at B, the orientation of their straight enumerations in a simultaneous enumeration of G are dependent; that is, they cannot be reversed independently. This is shown formally in the appendix. 
Sunflower Unit Interval Graphs
In the previous section we characterized all simultaneous enumerations for a sunflower proper interval graph G. We say a simultaneous proper/unit interval representation of a sunflower graph G realizes a simultaneous enumeration ζ = (ζ 1 , . . . , ζ k ) of ζ, if for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} the representation of G i corresponds to the straight enumeration ζ i . In Section 4.1 we provide a criterion which determines for a given simultaneous enumeration ζ of G whether there is a simultaneous unit interval representation of G that realizes ζ. Namely, the criterion is the avoidance of a certain configuration in a partial vertex order of G induced by ζ. In Section 4.2 we combine these findings to efficiently recognize simultaneous unit interval graphs. 
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Simultaneous Enumerations of Sunflower Unit Interval Graphs
We first obtain a combinatorial characterization by reformulating the problem of finding a representation as a restricted graph sandwich problem [16] . Our approach is to obtain more information on what graph H and the fine enumeration σ must look like. We adapt a characterization of Looges and Olariu [22] to obtain four implications that can be used given only partial information on H and σ (as given by Lemma 9); see Figure 4 . For the figures in this section we use arrows to represent a partial order between two vertices. We draw them solid green if they are adjacent, red dotted if they are non-adjacent in some graph G i , and black dashed if they may or may not be adjacent.
Theorem 10 (Looges and Olariu [22]). A vertex order of a graph H = (V, E) is a fine enumeration if and only if for
v, u, w ∈ V with v < σ u < σ w and vw ∈ E we have vu, uw ∈ E.
Corollary 11 ( ). A vertex order of a graph H = (V, E) is a fine enumeration if and only if there are no four vertices
Corollary 12. Let H = (V, E) be a graph with fine enumeration σ. Let v, u, x , w ∈ V and u ≤ σ x as well as v ≤ σ w. Then we have (see Figure 4) :
Now we introduce the forbidden configurations for simultaneous enumerations of sunflower unit interval graphs. Throughout this section let G = (G 1 , . . . , G k ) be a sunflower graph with shared graph S and simultaneous enumeration ζ -bar-) conflict and that G has conflict (C, B) for ζ. Note that one can reduce the size of a larger (u, v)-bar by removing intervals between u and v. Thus, we can always assume that in a conflict, we have a bar and a chain of the same size l ≥ 2. Assume G has a simultaneous unit interval representation realizing ζ. If a graph G ∈ G has a (u, v)-chain of size l ≥ 2, then the distance between the intervals I u , I v for u, v is smaller than l − 2. On the other hand, if a graph G ∈ G has a (u, v)-bar of size l, then the distance between I u , I v is greater than l − 2. Hence, sunflower graph G has no conflict. The result of this section is that the absence of conflicts is not only necessary, but also sufficient.
Theorem 13. Let G be a sunflower proper interval graph with simultaneous enumeration ζ. Then G has a simultaneous unit interval representation that realizes ζ if and only if G has no conflict for ζ.
Recall that
Let α be the union of the partial orders on V 1 , . . . , V k corresponding to ζ 1 , . . . , ζ k . Set α to be the transitive closure of α . We call α the partial order on V induced by ζ. The rough idea is that the partial order on V induced by the simultaneous enumeration ζ is extended in two sweeps to a fine enumeration of some graph H that contains G 1 , . . . , G k as induced subgraphs; see Figures 6, 7. For (u, v) ∈ α we consider u to be to the left of v. The first sweep (scouting) goes from the right to the left and makes only necessary extensions according to Corollary 12 (iv). If there is a conflict, then it is found in this step. Otherwise, we can greedily order the vertices on the way back by additionally respecting Corollary 12 (iii) (zipping) to obtain a linear extension where both implications are satisfied. In the last step we decide which edges H has by respecting Corollary 12 (i).
For h ∈ {1, . . . , k} we say two vertices u, v ∈ V h are indistinguishable in G if we have N Gi (u) = N Gi (v) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} with u, v ∈ V i . In that case u, v can be represented by the same interval in any simultaneous proper interval representation. Thus, we identify indistinguishable vertices. If u, v ∈ V h are not indistinguishable, then we have N Gj (u) = N Gj (v) for some j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. In that case u, v are ordered by ζ j and therefore by α. That is, we can assume α to be a linear order on V i for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Note that u, v may be ordered even if they are indistinguishable in some input graphs.
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Note that a fine enumeration of a graph H with G 1 , . . . , G k as induced subgraphs is left-closed by Corollary 12 (iv). We describe the result of the first sweep with the following lemma.
Lemma 14. A sunflower graph G has no conflict for a simultaneous enumeration ζ if and only if there is a left-closed partial order τ that extends the partial order on V (G) induced by ζ.
Proof Sketch. If there is a conflict (C, B), then the partial order α induced by ζ cannot be extended to be left-closed since then for i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} the i'th vertex of C and B must be ordered and distinct while the first vertex is shared; see Figure 6 .
Otherwise, we process the vertices from the right to the left and add for each of them the implied orderings (each is considered as vertex x in the definition of left-closed). First consider the case of just two input graphs G 1 , G 2 . Let X be the set of already processed vertices and let σ be the current partial order. We next process a maximal vertex x ∈ V \ X. Let x ∈ V i . Then we choose u i to be the rightmost vertex in V i with u i x ∈ F and for j = i we choose w j to be the leftmost vertex in V j with x ≤ w j and v j to be the leftmost vertex in V j with v j w j ∈ E; see Figure 8a . Each of u i , v j , w j may not exist. If they do, we extend σ to σ by adding the ordering u i ≤ σ v j . The other implied orderings are exactly those obtained by transitive closure.
Two vertices u ∈ V 1 , v ∈ V 2 are only ordered by α if there is a shared vertex s with (vj, b4, b3, b2, s) and the (ui, s)-chain (ui, c4, c3, c2, s) and obtain x ≤τ i,j wj ≤τ i,j b4 ≤τ i,j c4 ≤τ i,j x. (b): Example situation for the transitivity of τ where we have a chain-bar pair for u, v as well as for v, w. We obtain b4 ≤τ i,j c4 ≤τ i,j b 3 ≤τ i,j c 3 and since u <α b4 and w <α c 3 we get b4 ≤τ i,h c 3 in an appropriate induction and with τ i,h being left-closed we obtain u ≤τ i,h w. (The base cases for the induction involve shared vertices and thereby only two input graphs.)
by Theorem 10 we obtain us ∈ F and vs ∈ E, which yields a chain-bar pair; see Figure 8b . Otherwise we have a chain-bar pair for x and w j that can be extended by u and v; see Figure 8c . With the absence of conflicts this ensures that vertices ordered according to the left-closed property are actually distinct.
Assume a new extension would violate the property of antisymmetry. This would mean we already had v j < σ u i , which would imply a cyclic ordering of x, w j with elements of the (necessary) chain-bar pair for v j , u i in a prior step; see Figure 9a . Finally, for more than two input graphs we obtain a corresponding ordering τ i,j for each pair of input graphs Proof Sketch. Given σ we process the vertices from the left to the right. We add in each step a leftmost vertex u of the remaining vertices to a set U of the processed vertices that are linearly ordered. We denote the current order by σ . Vertex u is then ordered before all other vertices in V \ U . To avoid that the left-closed property is violated when adding such orderings for another vertex, we ensure our extended order σ ⊇ σ is right-closed on U meaning that
To this end, we consider the current vertex u as vertex u in the definition of right-closed and add all implied orderings in σ . This means for each vertex y ∈ Y = {y ∈ V | ∃u ∈ U : uy ∈ E} and each vertex z ∈ Z = {z ∈ V | uz ∈ F } we set y ≤ σ z; see Figure 10a . We further extend σ to be transitive. Note that there are no two vertices y ∈ Y, z ∈ Z with y ≤ σ z, since σ is left-closed and for u ∈ U we have u ≤ σ u. With this observation we can verify that σ is antisymmetric and left-closed; see Figure 10b .
Finally, we construct a graph H = (V, E ) for which the obtained linear order τ is a 
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We further have a vertex u ∈ U with u y ∈ E and uz ∈ F . Given vertices u , v ∈ V with u x ∈ F and vw ∈ E we obtain u < σ u and u < σ v since σ is left-closed. This yields u < σ v. fine enumeration. We do so by setting E = {ux ∈ V 2 | ∃vw ∈ E : v ≤ τ u < τ x ≤ τ w} in accordance with Corollary 12 (i). 
Recognizing Simultaneous Unit Interval Graphs in Polynomial Time
With Theorems 8 and 13 we can now efficiently recognize simultaneous unit interval graphs.
Theorem 17. Given a sunflower graph
If it is, then we also provide a simultaneous unit interval representation in the same time.
Proof Sketch. Here we establish polynomial time recognition, and the stated time is proven in the appendix. As discussed earlier, we can assume that G is connected. With Theorem 6 we obtain a simultaneous enumeration ζ of G, unless G is not a simultaneous proper interval graph. By Theorem 13, the sunflower graph G is a simultaneous unit interval graph if and only if there is a simultaneous enumeration η for which G has no conflict. In that case η r also has no conflict. With Theorem 8 we have that η or η r is obtained from ζ by reversals of reversible parts and independent components. Hence, we only need to consider simultaneous enumerations obtained that way.
Since every single graph G i is proper, it has no conflict and we only need to consider (u, v)-conflicts with u, v ∈ V (S), where S is the shared graph. The minimal (u, v)-chains for G i are exactly the shortest paths in G i and thus independent from reversals. On the other hand, for the maximal size of (u, v)-bars in G i only the reversals of the two corresponding components C, D of u, v are relevant, while components in-between always contribute their maximum independent set regardless of whether they are reversed. We can thus compute for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, u, v ∈ V (S) and each of the four combinations of reversal decisions I. Rutter, D. Strash, P. Stumpf, M. Vollmer XX:13 (reverse or do not reverse) for the corresponding components C, D of u, v, whether they yield a conflict at (u, v) . We can formulate a corresponding 2-SAT formula F: For every independent component and every reversible part we introduce a literal that represents whether it is reversed or not. For every combination of two reversal decisions that yields a conflict we add a clause that excludes this combination. If F is not satisfiable, then every simultaneous enumeration yields a conflict. Otherwise, a solution yields a simultaneous enumeration without conflict. We obtain a simultaneous unit interval representation by following the construction in Section 4.1.
Conclusion
We studied the problem of simultaneous representations of proper and unit interval graphs.
We have shown that, in the sunflower case, both simultaneous proper interval graphs and simultaneous unit intervals can be recognized efficiently. While the former can be recognized by a simple and straightforward recognition algorithm, the latter is based on the three ingredients: 1) a complete characterization of all simultaneous proper interval representations of a sunflower simultaneous graph, 2) a characterization of the simultaneous proper interval representations that can be realized by a simultaneous unit interval representation and 3) an algorithm for testing whether among the simultaneous proper interval representations there is one that satisfies this property. 
A Omitted Proofs from Section 2 Lemma 3 ( ). Let G = (G 1 , . . . , G k ) be a simultaneous graph and let C 1 , . . . , C l be the connected components of G . Then G is a simultaneous (proper) interval graph if and only if each of the graphs
G i = (G 1 ∩ C i , . . . , G k ∩ C i ), i = 1, . . . ,
l is a simultaneous (proper/unit) interval graph.
Proof. Clearly, a simultaneous (proper) interval representation R of G induces a representation for each G i . Conversely, given simultaneous (proper) interval representations R i of G i for i = 1, . . . , l, we can combine them such that all intervals in R i are placed to the right of all intervals in R i−1 for i = 2, . . . , l to obtain a simultaneous (proper) interval representation R of G.
B Formal Proofs for Sunflower Proper Interval Graphs
B.1 Proof of Lemma 4
Lemma 4. Let G = (G 1 , . .
. , G k ) be a sunflower graph with shared graph S = (V S , E S ). Then G admits a simultaneous proper interval representation R if and only if there exists a linear order ζ of V S and straight enumerations σ i for each G i that are compatible with ζ.
Proof. Assume R = (R 1 , . . . , R k ) is a simultaneous proper interval representation of G with corresponding straight enumerations σ i = σ(R i ). Let ζ be a linear order of the vertices V S according to their left endpoints in R, breaking ties arbitrarily. We claim that each σ i is compatible with ζ. If σ(R i ) is not compatible with ζ, there exist vertices u < ζ v such that B(v, G i ) < σi B(u, G i ). By the definition of extracted straight enumeration, this implies that the interval of v has its left endpoint before the interval of u in R i , which contradicts u < ζ v.
Conversely, we show how to construct a simultaneous proper interval representation R of G using a linear order ζ of V S and straight enumerations σ i of each G i ∈ G compatible with ζ. An illustration of the following construction is given in Figure 11 . For each graph G i = (V i , E i ) ∈ G with V i = {v 1 , . . . , v q }, we construct a set of interval endpoints B 1 B 4 B 7 B 8 B 9 x 4 x 1 x 2 y 4 x 3 x 5 y 1 y 2 x 6 y 3 y 5 y 6
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x 7 x 1 y 7 x 2 x 3 y 1 x 8 y 2 y 3 y 8 x 9 y 9 < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < ζ M = x 4 < x 7 < x 1 < y 7 < x 2 < y 4 < x 3 < x 5 < y 1 < x 8 < y 2 < x 6 < y 3 < y 5 < y 6 < y 8 < x 9 < y 
Figure 11
An illustration of the construction in the proof of Lemma 4. Top: Graph G1 on the left, Graph G2 on the right. They share the clique {1, 2, 3} and their straight enumerations σ1, σ2 are compatible with the ordering of shared vertices 1 < 2 < 3. The interval representations of G1 and G2 are shown as visualization and are not a determining factor in the construction of ζ1 and ζ2. Bottom: The constructed simultaneous interval representation R = (R1, R2) with the linear order σM from which R is derived. The representation R1 is illustrated by lines while R2 is illustrated by boxes.
M i = {x 1 , y 1 , . . . , x q , y q } and a linear order ζ i of M i as follows. For any two vertices v j , v l ∈ V i we define ζ i as
Since σ i is compatible with ζ, it is clear that the linear order ζ = z 1 < ζ · · · < ζ z 2p of {x j ∈ M i , y j ∈ M i : w j ∈ V S } extending to ζ i is the same for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Therefore, each linear order ζ i can be represented as
, which allows us to combine all ζ i as follows. For the union set M = k i=1 M i , which contains the interval endpoints of vertices in V S only once, we construct the linear order To show that each interval representation R i ∈ R is a representation of G i ∈ G, we show that R i models exactly the edges of G i . For any two vertices
. By (4) it follows that y j < ζ M x l , which means that the interval of v j ends before the interval of v l begins in R i . Conversely, let v j , v l ∈ V i share an edge {u j , v l } ∈ E i . By (4) it follows that x j ≤ ζ M y l and x l ≤ ζ M y j . This means that both intervals begin before either of them ends in R i . Therefore each R i ∈ R is a proper interval representation of G i ∈ G. Note that by construction σ(R i ) = σ i . G = (G 1 , . . . , G k ) 
B.2 Proof of Theorem 5 Theorem 5 ( ). Let
Conversely, let (σ 1 , . . . , σ k ) be a simultaneous enumeration of G. r . We now show that σ i can be obtained from σ i through reversal of loose components if σ S (R ) = σ S (R).
For each connected component of G i , its straight enumeration is unique up to reversal by Theorem 2. This means that σ i and σ i can only differ through reversal and reordering of straight enumerations of individual components of G. Since we can assume that the union graph G is connected by Lemma 3, each component of G contains at least one vertex and thus block of S. Since we have σ S (R i ) = σ S (R i ), the order of blocks of S in σ i and σ i is identical. This means that the straight enumerations of components of G are ordered identically in σ i and σ i and that no straight enumeration containing vertices from more than
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one block of S is reversed. As a result, the only difference between σ i and σ i is the reversal of loose components of G.
If we have σ S (R ) = σ S (R) r the same arguments can be used to show that σ i is obtainable from σ r i through reversal of loose components.
B.4 Dependent Orientation of Loose Components
Lemma 19. Let G = (G 1 , . . . , G k ) be a sunflower proper interval graph with shared graph S and simultaneous enumeration (σ 1 , . . . , σ k ) . Let C ⊆ G i and C ⊆ G j be components oriented at a block B of S. Then there exist two vertices u, v ∈ B such that B(u, C) < σi B(v, C) and
Proof. Let s, t ∈ B be from the "leftmost" and "rightmost" block of σ i that contain vertices of B, respectively, i.e. for all x ∈ B we have B(s, C) ≤ σi B(x, C) ≤ σi B(t, C). Let s , t ∈ B be analogous vertices for σ j and C . Since C and C are oriented at B it follows that B
(s, C) = B(t, C) and B(s , C ) = B(t , C ). This means that two vertices u ∈ B(s, C) ∩ B(s , C ) and v ∈ B(t, C) ∩ B(t , C ) fulfill the lemma. We now show that u and v exist, i.e. B(s, C) ∩ B(s , C ) = ∅ and B(t, C) ∩ B(t , C ) = ∅.
We Proof. We first show that ρ is a simultaneous enumeration if it is obtained from ρ through reversal of an independent component or a reversible part or if ρ = ρ r . Let i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and u, v ∈ V S with B(u, G i ) = B (v, G i ). Since ρ is a simultaneous enumeration, we have (v, G j ) and thus ρ is also a simultaneous enumeration. Finally let ρ be obtained by reversal of a reversible part C(B). For u, v ∈ V S with {u, v} ∈ V (B) we have as in the previous case for j ∈ {1, . . . , k} that B (u, G j 
first show that B(s, C) ∩ B(s , C ) contains s or s . Assuming s / ∈ B(s, C) it follows that B(s, C) < σi B(s , C) and by definition of simultaneous enumerations B(s, C ) ≤ σj B(s , C ), which implies B(s, C ) = B(s , C ). We use analogous arguments to show that B(t, C) ∩ B(t , C ) contains t or t . Assuming t / ∈ B(t, C) it follows that B(t , C) < σi B(t, C) and B(t , C ) ≤ σj B(t, C ), which implies B(t , C ) = B(t, C )
B.5 Proof of Theorem 8 Theorem 8 ( ). Let
We can conclude tuple ρ is also a simultaneous enumeration.
It remains to show that every simultaneous enumeration ρ can actually be obtained from ρ or ρ r through the provided reversals. By Lemma 18 we obtain ρ from ρ or ρ r by reversal of loose components. Without loss of generality assume ρ can be obtained from ρ C is not, we obtain B(u, C) > σ i B(v, C) and B(u, C ) < σ j B(v, C ) which contradicts ρ being a simultaneous enumeration. This implies, that for every block B of S either all components oriented at B or none of them are reversed. If one of them is not loose, this implies they are all not contained in a reversible part. If they are all loose, then the reversal of all of them is just the reversal of the reversible part at B. Hence, we actually only reversed independent components and reversible parts. Proof. Given a simultaneous unit interval representation R of G that realizes ζ, one obtains H as the intersection graph of all unit intervals in R with a fine enumeration σ compatible to ζ and thus with α ⊆ σ. On the other hand, a unit interval representation of H corresponding to a fine enumeration σ ⊇ α induces unit interval representations for G 1 , . . . , G k that correspond to ζ 1 , . . . , ζ k where S is represented in the same way.
C.2 Implications from the Forbidden Configuration Corollary 11 ( ). A vertex order of a graph H = (V, E) is a fine enumeration if and only if there are no four vertices
Proof. The condition for three vertices provided of Theorem 10 (3-vertex condition) consists of two special cases of the condition for four vertices v, u, x, w of this corollary (4-vertex condition) where v = u or x = w while the other three vertices are distinct. On the other hand, if the 4-vertex condition is not met for v, u, x, w, then we have either vx ∈ E or vx ∈ E. In the first case the 3-vertex condition is violated by v, u, x and in the second case it is violated by v, x, w. Hence, the 3-vertex condition and the 4-vertex condition are equivalent. By Theorem 10 a vertex ordering is a fine enumeration if and only the 4-vertex condition is satisfied.
Lemma 20. Let graph H = (V , E ) have fine enumeration η and let
Proof. Assume one of the implications is false. Then we have ux ∈ E(H) and vw ∈ E(H). But since u, x are adjacent, the fine enumeration property implies v, x are adjacent and thus also v, w are adjacent. A contradiction.
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Proof. Assume one of the implications is false. Then we have v ≤ η u and x ≤ η w. In particular, we obtain the order v ≤ η u < η x ≤ η w. Since v, w are adjacent, this implies with Lemma 20(i) that u, x are adjacent. A contradiction.
C.3 Scouting
We describe the information for each step during scouting with the following structure. An m-scout of ζ is a tuple (σ, X) where σ ⊇ α is a partial order on V and where X ⊆ V with |X| = m such that
Property 1 means that we actually go from the right to the left. Property 2 ensures that we have pairs of chains and bars for every newly ordered pair of vertices. And Property 3 ensures σ satisfies the left-closed Property (1) for w, x ∈ X.
With the following lemma we can grow a |V |-scout to obtain a left-closed partial order on V .
Lemma 22 ( ). Let (σ, X) be an m-scout of ζ with m < |V |. Then there is an (m+1)-scout of ζ unless G has a conflict for ζ.
Proof. We assume there is no conflict and construct an (m + 1)-scout (τ, X ) as follows. Since |X| < |V | and σ is a partial order on V , there is a maximal element x in V \ X. We define X = X ∪ {x} and obtain |X | = m + 1. We first consider σ restricted on every pair of graphs G i , G j and enhance it according to Property (3) for X to a partial order τ i,j that satisfies all properties of a scout. Then we take the union of our obtained scouts as τ and show it already is transitive. The remaining properties of scouts are then easily derived from the partial orders τ i,j with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k. For every pair of graphs G i , G j we only need to apply the implication of Property (3) once if applied at a specific configuration. For x ∈ V i , we set u i to be the last vertex in V i before x, that is not adjacent to x, i.e., we set Figure 12a . We set w j to be the first vertex in V j with x ≤ σ w j , i.e., we set w j = min α {w ∈ X ∩ V j | x ≤ σ w}. We further set v j to be the first vertex in V j \ X that is adjacent to w j , i.e., we set
We set τ i,j to be the transitive closure of (
We first show the relations τ i,j are partial orders. Since they are by definition reflexive and transitive, it remains to show they are antisymmetric.
τ i,j is antisymmetric: For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k it suffices to show (v j , u i ) ∈ σ since (u i , v j ) is the only tuple added before building the transitive closure and σ itself is transitive and antisymmetric. Assume v j ≤ h u i with h ∈ {i, j}. This implies i = j or v j ∈ V (S) or u i ∈ V (S). With Lemma 21(i) we obtain w j < h x in contradiction to the definition of w j . Hence, we can assume (v j , u i ) ∈ σ \ α . By Property (2) we then have that there is a XX:21 Figure 12 On the left: The vertices ui, vj, wj as derived from x and X . We have Ri,j = {(ui, vj)}. On the right: The situation for (vj, ui) ∈ σ \ α . We have the (vj, s)-bar (vj, b4, b3, b2, s) and the (ui, s)-chain (ui, c4, c3, c2, s) . τ i,j satisfies Property (1): By choice of x Property (1) is satisfied for (σ, X ) Note that for (u, v) ∈ τ i,j \ σ we have that (u, v) is obtained from (u i , v j ) by transitivity and thus u ≤ τi,j u i < i x. I.e., we have u ∈ X . Therefore Property (1) is satisfied for (τ i,j , X ) on
By Lemma 20 we obtain vw j ∈ E j and ux ∈ E i . By Property (2) there is a vertex s ∈ V (S) such that x ≤ σ s ≤ σ w j or there are an (
In the first case we have s ∈ X and with Property (1) we obtain v < α s ≤ α w j . We further have u ≤ α u i < α x ≤ α s. By Lemma 20 we obtain vs ∈ E j and us ∈ E i . In the second case (v,
where we also have w j , x ∈ X and x ≤ σ w j . We therefore have tuple (v, s) is a (v, s)-chain of size 2 in (G j , ζ j ) and tuple (u, s) is a (u, s)-bar of size 2 in (G i , ζ i ). Therefore Property (2) is satisfied for τ i,j . τ i,j satisfies Property (3): Let v, w ∈ V j , u, x ∈ V i with x , w ∈ X as well as v < τi,j w and u < τi,j x such that vw ∈ E j and ux ∈ E i . Assume x ≤ τi,j w. Since α ⊆ τ i,j , and relation τ i,j is antisymmetric, and α is a linear order on V i and on V j , we obtain v < α w and u < α x . As argued for Property (2), if (x , w) ∈ τ i,j \ σ, then x ∈ X . Therefore we have x ≤ σ w. If x = x, then we have x , w ∈ X and thus u < σ v since (σ, X) satisfies Property (3). Hence, assume x = x; see Figure 12a . By definition of v j , w j , u i we have v j ≤ α v < α w j ≤ α w and u ≤ α u i < α x. By Lemma 20 we obtain vw j ∈ E j and ux ∈ E i . This yields u ≤ α u i ≤ Ri,j v j ≤ α v and thus u ≤ τi,j v. It remains to show u = v. Assume otherwise. Then we have by antisymmetry of τ i,j that u = v. If i = j, then we have u < α w, x with uw j ∈ E i and ux ∈ E i . This contradicts x ≤ σ w j (given by choice of w j ) by Lemma 21 since α |Vi ⊆ σ is a fine enumeration of G i . Hence, we have i = j and u = v ∈ V (S). This implies (x, w j ) ∈ α . By Property (2) we have that there is a vertex s ∈ V (S) such that ζ i ) with c t , b t ∈ X and b t ≤ σ c t for 1 ≤ t < l with l ≥ 2. In the first case we have by Lemma 20 that us ∈ E i and vw j ∈ E j . We then obtain the conflict consisting of the (u, s)-chain (u = v, s) in E j and the (u, s)-bar (u, s) in E i . In the second case we obtain the conflict (C, B) with (u = v, s) 
Since we assumed there is no conflict we can conclude u = v.
τ is transitive: We next show that τ is already transitive. Figure 13c u, v ∈ V with (u, v), (v, u) ∈ τ . Since τ is the union of the relations τ i,j with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k and those share pairwise at most tuples of a set V l on which they coincide with α, that is the case. We obtain that τ is a partial order. τ satisfies Properties 1,2,3: Since τ is the union of the relations τ i,j with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k and those satisfy Properties 1,2,3, the partial order τ itself also satisfies Properties 1,2,3.
With the construction of a |V |-scout we just obtain a left-closed partial order.
Lemma 23 ( ). If G has no conflict for ζ, then there is a left-closed partial order
Proof. We first show that (α, X = ∅) is a 0-scout of ζ. We have that α is a partial order. For Property (1) and Property (3) there is nothing to show, since X = ∅. For Property (2) observe that α \ α only contains tuples (u, v) obtained by transitivity, which requires some vertex s ∈ V (S) with u ≤ i s ≤ j v, where u ∈ V i , v ∈ V j . By Lemma 22 we obtain a |V |-scout (σ, V ) of ζ. Let v, w, u, x ∈ V with vw ∈ E and ux ∈ F and x ≤ σ w. By definition of E, F we have 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k with v, w ∈ V j , u, x ∈ V i and vw ∈ E j while ux ∈ E i . Hence, we can use Property (3) and obtain u < σ v. As a result we obtain Lemma 14.
C.4 Zipping
We use a structure similar to scouts for zipping. While scouts demand extensions according to Figure 4e we now do so for Figure 4d with Property 3 below. This prevents that our greedy choices violate the property of being left-closed. At this point the construction always works and we no longer need to consider chains and bars. Instead we just ensure the partial order remains left-closed.
An m-zip of ζ is a tuple (σ, U ) where σ is a partial order on V with α ⊆ σ and where
With the following lemma we grow a zip that spans V . Proof. Since |U | < |V | and σ is a partial order on V , there is a minimal element u in V \ U . We define U = U ∪ {u} and obtain |U | = m + 1. We denote the set of all tuples implied by Property (1) by Q, i.e., we define Q = {u} × (V \ U ). We further define the set R to be the set of all tuples implied by Q with Property (3), i.e., we set
We finally set τ to be the transitive closure of σ ∪ Q ∪ R.
By choice of u, with no edge in Q ∪ R ending in U , and with Q ∪ R ⊆ τ , the Properties (1),(2),(3) are satisfied for τ . We prove the following observation for later use:
Assume there are (y, w), (x, z) ∈ R with (w, x) ∈ σ. See Figure 14a . By definition of R there are v, v ∈ V such that vy ∈ E and uw ∈ F and v ≤ σ u as well as v x ∈ E and uz ∈ F and v ≤ σ u. Since σ is left-closed, we obtain u < σ v , a contradiction.
τ is antisymmetric: Assume there is a cycle C in graph G = (V, σ ∪ Q ∪ R). By Property (2) and with no edge in τ \ σ ending in U , we know that C contains no edge of Q.
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We can exclude all remaining sequences of edges in σ ∪ R for C with Observation (5): A cycle with edges in σ and in R is excluded with σ being transitive. A cycle in R is excluded with σ being reflexive. And a cycle in σ is excluded by σ being antisymmetric. Hence, relation τ is antisymmetric and thus a partial order.
τ is left-closed Let v, w, u , x ∈ V with vw ∈ E and u x ∈ F and x ≤ τ w. If u ∈ U or v ∈ U , then we have u < τ v or v < τ u by Properties (1),(2). The latter case contradicts Property (3). I.e., we have u < τ v as desired.
Otherwise, we have u , v ∈ V \ U and thus also x, w ∈ V \ U since v ≤ α w and u ≤ α x. Then there must be a path in (V, σ ∪ R) from x to w. If x ≤ σ w, then we obtain u < σ v with Property (4) of σ. Otherwise, we obtain with Observation (5) that there are x , w ∈ V with x ≤ σ x ≤ R w ≤ σ w. See Figure 14b . From (x , w ) ∈ R we obtain a vertex v ∈ U such that v ≤ σ u and v x ∈ E. Since σ is left-closed, we obtain u < σ v and u < σ v. This yields u < σ v.
The result is the following lemma. Proof. Note that (σ, ∅) is a 0-zip of ζ. We obtain a |V |-zip (τ, V ) of ζ by induction using Lemma 24. The statement holds for τ by Properties (2),(4) of a |V |-zip.
As a result we obtain Lemma 15.
C.5 Constructing H with fine enumeration τ
Lemma 26 ( ). Let τ ⊇ α be a left-closed linear order on V . Then τ is a fine enumeration for a graph H = (V, E ) with E ⊆ E and (F ∪ F r ) ∩ E = ∅.
Proof.
We set E = {ux ∈ V 2 | ∃vw ∈ E : v ≤ τ u < τ x ≤ τ w}. Clearly, we have E ⊆ E . On the other hand, an edge ux ∈ E ∩ F would contradict τ being left-closed and an edge ux ∈ E ∩ F r would contradict transitivity of τ . Let ux ∈ E with u ≤ τ x. Let y ∈ V with u < τ y < τ x. By definition of E there are v, w ∈ V with v ≤ τ u < τ y < τ x ≤ τ w. We obtain uy, yx ∈ E . Hence, for v ∈ V the neighborhood N H (v) is consecutive in τ , and thus τ is a fine enumeration of H.
As a result we obtain Lemma 16.
C.6 Recognizing Sunflower Unit Interval Graphs Efficiently
For our runtime result, we relax the notion of chains and bars. Let G = (G 1 , . . . , G k ) be a simultaneous proper interval graph with simultaneous enumeration ζ and shared graph S.
is a pair of a relaxed (u, v)-chain and a (u, v) (u, v)-chain and a (u, v) -bar both of size l ≥ 2. As argued before, the relaxed chain implies a distance less than l − 2 between the intervals I u , I v of u, v and the bar implies a distance greater than l − 2 between I u , I v in any simultaneous unit interval representation of G that realizes ζ. Thus, such a representation does not exist. Hence, the first statement also implies the second statement.
With this preparation we can now start with the actual proof.
Theorem 17. Given a sunflower graph
Proof. If G is not connected (i.e. graph G is not connected), then we just combine the simultaneous unit interval representations of its connected components (i.e. the sunflower graphs corresponding to the components of G ) with some space between them in linear time. If one of the components is not a simultaneous unit interval graph, then G is neither. Hence, assume G = (G 1 , . . . , G k ) is connected. We have |V | ∈ O(|E|). By Theorem 13, sunflower graph G is a simultaneous unit interval graph if and only if there is a simultaneous enumeration η for which G has no conflict. Then also η r has no conflict. With Theorem 8 we obtain that η or η r is obtained from ζ by reversals of reversible parts and independent components. Hence, we only need to consider such simultaneous enumerations.
Since every single graph G i is proper, we only need to consider (u, v)-conflicts with u, v ∈ V (S). As argued for the construction of the partial order α, we can identify vertices that are in the same block in all graphs G 1 , . . . , G k in which they are both contained. The removed vertices obtain a reference to the corresponding vertex and copy its interval in the end. This is possible in O(k|V |) ⊆ O(|V | 2 ) time. The minimal (u, v)-chains for a graph G are exactly the shortest paths in G. The size of minimal relaxed (u, v)-chains is therefore a lower bound on the size of a minimal (u, v)-chain in any graph G i . Since relaxed chains are shortest paths in G , we obtain all sizes of minimal relaxed chains by breadth-first-searches in G starting at each vertex v ∈ V i = V (G i ) with a total runtime in O(|V | · |E|). On the other hand, for the maximal size of (u, v)-bars in G i only the reversals of the two corresponding components C, D of u, v are relevant, while components in-between always contribute their maximum independent set independently of whether they are reversed. We can reduce the needed time to compute any (u, v)-bar with u, v ∈ V (S) with the following preparation. For every component C of some graph G i determine the size α(C) of its maximum independent set, which can be computed greedily in linear time, i.e., in O(k|E|) in total. Further set α (C) = D≤iC α(D). This allows us to compute the size of a maximum independent set strictly between any two components C , D of
We finally need the maximal bar from every vertex v ∈ V (S) to both ends of its corresponding component C in G i , if C is loose. These bars again can be greedily computed in linear time, i.e., in O(|V | · |E|) in total.
We can thus compute for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, u, v ∈ V (S) and each of the four combinations of reversal decisions (reverse or do not reverse) for C, D, whether they yield a relaxed conflict at (u, v) in constant time. By only considering components that contain not only shared vertices, and for those components considering only the leftmost and the rightmost shared vertex with regards to partial order α, we use only O(|V | 2 ) time in total. If we obtain a relaxed conflict for some combination, then we know by Corollary 27 that this combination appears in no simultaneous enumeration that can be realized by a simultaneous unit interval representation. Otherwise, we know that every simultaneous enumeration derived with the corresponding combination of reversal decisions has no conflict at (u, v) in G i , G j . We obtain a total of O(|V | 2 ) considered combinations.
Since only two components are involved, we can formulate a corresponding 2-SAT formula F: For every independent component (not contained in the shared graph) and every reversible part, we introduce a literal that represents whether it is reversed or not. For every combination of reversal decisions that yield a conflict we add a clause that excludes this combination. Thereby F has O(|V | 2 ) clauses. Satisfiability of F can be decided in linear time by a result of Aspvall et al. [2] , i.e., in O(|V | 2 ). If F is not satisfiable, then every simultaneous enumeration yields a relaxed conflict. Otherwise, we obtain a simultaneous enumeration without conflict by just applying reversals accordingly. By Theorem 13, we then have that G is a simultaneous unit interval graph and we obtain a simultaneous unit interval representation by construction along its proof as follows. Now consider the iterative construction of scouts according to Lemma 22. Instead of constructing a partial order σ, we construct a directed acyclic graph G whose transitive closure is σ. As a preparation we count in every vertex the number of incoming and outgoing edges, directed along α. If an edge is added to G , we adapt those counts. However, if the end of such an edge is chosen as x, we reduce the counter of its start. We can thereby choose a maximal vertex in V \ X in constant time, by choosing a vertex with outdegree 0. For every vertex u ∈ V , we further keep track of the first vertex w in every graph G i according to α, with (u, w) ∈ E(G ). Since x ∈ V i is directly succeeded by the first vertex x in X ∩ V i , we have (x, w j ) ∈ E(G ) or x ≤ σ w j . Thus, we find w j in constant time. We find v j , u i as the first vertex adjacent to and before w j and the last non-adjacent vertex before x as predecessor of the first adjacent one. In total we find them all in O(|E|) time.
With adding edge (u i , v i ) to G the step of constructing the next scout is complete. We next construct zips according to Lemma 24. This construction is similar to the construction of the scouts. A minimal vertex u can be found analogously to a maximal vertex x before. By adding the vertices of U to a list, we do not need to actually add edges of the form (u, v) with v ∈ V \ U to G . Instead of adding all vertices of R to G , it also suffices to compute a maximal v j ≤ σ u and to add the corresponding edge (w j , x i ) with maximal w j and minimal x i such that v j , w j are adjacent and u, x i are not. This can be done analogously to finding (u i , v j ) in the construction of scouts. We finally follow the proof of Lemma 26 to decide adjacency between vertices of different graphs G i , G j . This can be done in linear time by going from left to right along our linear order of V as follows. We keep track of the last vertex w adjacent to all vertices visited so far, including the current vertex v. We then set v to be adjacent to w and to all vertices between v and w. This takes O(|V | 2 ) time in total. We obtain a fine enumeration, from which a unit interval representation of a graph H that has G 1 , . . . , G k as induced subgraphs can be obtained in linear time. This yields a simultaneous unit interval representation of G.
D Non-Sunflower Simultaneous Proper and Unit Interval Graphs
In this section we consider the problems PropSimRep and SimUintRep without the restriction of sunflower intersection. We show that, if the number k of graphs is part of the input, then these problems are NP-complete. Our reductions are similar to those used by Bok and Jedličková [5] . Proof. The problem is clearly in NP, as we can guess the ordering of the endpoints of the intervals in a simultaneous representation and verify (in polynomial time) whether the resulting representation is a simultaneous proper interval representation of the input graphs.
Theorem 28. Recognizing Simultaneous Proper Interval Graphs is
For the NP-hardness, we present a reduction from the NP-hard problem Betweenness [25] which, given a ground set A and a set T ⊆ A × A × A of triplets of A asks whether there exists a linear order σ of A such that for any triple (a, b, c) ∈ T , we have a < σ b < σ c or c < σ b < σ a. We call such an ordering σ a betweenness ordering.
Let (A, T ) with T = {T 1 , . . . , T k } be an instance of Betweenness. We construct a simultaneous graph consisting of k + 1 graphs G 0 , . . . , G k ; see Fig. 15 Conversely, if σ is a betweenness ordering of (A, T ), we use this ordering to define a corresponding representation R 0 of G 0 . For each triple T i = (a i , b i , c i ), due to the betweenness property, we can add intervals representing x i and y i such that we obtain a proper interval representation R i of R. Altogether, this yields a simultaneous proper interval representation R = (R 0 , R 1 , . . . , R k ).
NP-hardness follows since clearly the instance G can be constructed in polynomial time from (A, T ).
Theorem 29. Recognizing Simultaneous Unit Interval Graphs is N P -complete.
Proof. The problem is in N P . Namely, we can guess the ordering of the intervals in the representation of each input graph. Afterwards, a unit interval can be described as the solutions of a straightforward linear program [21] .
For the hardness we employ a similar reduction as in the case of proper interval graphs in the proof of Theorem 28. The key difference is that, the vertices in A can easily be represented as unit intervals, the vertices x i and y i may span several vertices of A, and can hence generally not be represented as unit intervals.
We instead replace x i and y i by a sequence of vertices x
